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The Master took the high seat in the Hall.  A monk asked, “What about the cardinal principal of the Buddha
dharma?”  The Master raised his whisk.  The monk Shouted.  The Master struck him.  Another monk asked, “What

about the cardinal principal of the Buddha dharma?”  Again the Master raised his whisk. The monk shouted.  The
Master also shouted. The monk faltered.  The Master struck him.

I have been telling you that this instance of taking the high seat is something really to be

looked up to.  This is an extraordinary example.  It is a praiseworthy example.  From the old days

it has been said that studying at the feet of a very good teacher all the students are good.  There

are no bad students at the feet of a good teacher.

We have been reading this same part yesterday, the day before, and the day before that,

but I can read this same part over and over again endlessly, and every time I read it I deeply feel

what a praiseworthy chapter it is.  It is very rare to come across a Dharma talk and mondo like

these.  However, for people who do not understand anything about the Dharma activity you will

have no idea what is being talked about, no matter how many times you read this part.  

The activity that forms this Great Cosmos, and the activity that forms all of us who live

in it, according to Buddhism is called the Dharma activity.  If you can attain the knowledge that

clearly understands that Dharma activity then when you see Rinzai giving this Dharma talk you

will see that he is sweating and shedding bloody tears.

What is the purpose of Buddhism after all?  When the monks say, "The cardinal principle

of the Buddha-dharma" that  is  what they are asking Rinzai.   There is  no cardinal  principle,

purpose, great meaning to Buddha-dharma other than the Dharma activity itself.  

The Dharma activity that forms the universe without fail acts to manifest a new condition

of the origin from the previous condition of the origin.  In the process of the condition of the

origin manifesting a new condition of the origin the living activity and then the dying activity, in

turns, will be manifest.  This is what I mean by the manifestation of four essential conditions.

The first of the four is, of course, the Dharma activity manifesting the condition of the origin.
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Then,  the  second  essential  condition  is  when  the  Dharma  activity  manifests  breaking  the

condition of the origin apart, and a self is manifest who must do living.  That living activity will,

without fail, meet up with the dying activity, and then come to do the dying activity.  (This is the

third essential condition).  And then when the living and dying activities are totally matured then

the  condition  that  is  called  the  result  is  manifest.   In  fact  this  result  is  the  newly  manifest

condition of the origin.  (That is the fourth essential condition).

From where have all of you appeared? You should be able to see clearly from this what

kind of a thing your origin is.  

As I have been telling you over and over again we can further describe the condition of

the origin as the condition of unification of the two fundamental activities of plus and minus,

tatha-gata and tatha-agata.  Up until now, over and over and over again I have been describing

this Dharma activity, and telling you what it does.  

The teaching of Buddhism concludes very clearly that, Yes it is true that the Dharma

activity inevitably will manifest the perfect Dharma, but that state of perfection is never fixated.

It will continue to act to manifest a new Dharma.  And to say it once again, in the process of the

perfect Dharma activity manifesting a new perfect Dharma activity the living activity appears

and also the dying activity appears.  Then the state called the result is manifest.  

The condition of the origin itself  is  neither  the living activity  nor the dying activity.

Likewise the newly manifest result is also neither the living activity nor the dying activity.   

This fundamental process which passes through these four manifestations repeats over

and over again an uncountable number of times until the state called Not needing to do living

anymore is manifest.  Within the teaching of Tathagata Zen, to make it easy to understand, we

name this condition of not needing to do living anymore the ultimately large universe. 

We also, however, teach that although it was the plus activity leading in the process that

culminated in the manifestation of the ultimately large universe it is the minus activity that leads

in the activity of maintaining that state.  The ultimately large cosmos is the state in which plus

can rest, having completely done plus, but then minus takes the lead in the activity that causes

that ultimately large state to continue its existence.  
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The ultimately large is manifest, and then that ultimately large state is maintained.  Its

existence is caused to continue by an activity  in which the minus function is  leading,  being

helped by the plus function.  The result of that action, the result that the ultimately large gives

birth to is the action of contracting that ultimately large state.   The state of not needing to do

living anymore continues, and the result of that is a self who must now do dying.  

Then, according to Buddhism, an innumerable series of selves who must do the dying

activity are manifest, until finally the self who does not need to die anymore appears.  The self

who does not need to do dying anymore, in contrast to the ultimately large is the ultimately small

universe.  That is the teaching of Buddhism, and that is the practice we demand you do yourself

in Tathagata Zen.  

When the state of not needing to do dying anymore is manifest through the minus activity

leading, then, conversely, the plus activity wakes up.  It is the plus activity, being helped by the

minus activity, that maintains the condition of ultimately small.  

However,  the  Dharma  activity  does  not  attach  to  the  ultimately  small  world.   The

Dharma activity breaks the ultimately small world open.  The Dharma activity divides itself in

two.  Then existent beings are born.  The Dharma activity gives birth to things.  Buddhism says

that it is here that the "I am" proclaiming self is born.  This "I am" self is the self that must now

do the living activity.  This self must live.

But  that  newly manifest  "I  am" self  will  then  dissolve itself,  will  then do the  dying

activity, and a new condition of the origin is manifest.  

Then  another  condition  of  the  origin,  and  another,  in  an  innumerable  series  will  be

manifest within this process of growing and developing until finally the ultimately large cosmos

is manifest.

Buddhism is the teaching that teaches about the fundamental nature of this universe, and

the fundamental way of being of we human beings who live in it.  And it is Tathagata Zen that

follows in the footsteps of that teaching, and strives to actually put it into practice.  

According to Tathagata Zen, if you have practiced to this degree then you will manifest

the wisdom that clearly knows that the nature of the self has both living and dying as its content.
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You will know that the true way of being of a self is to alternately manifest living and dying over

and over again.  This is also the true nature of the universe itself.  

If you practice to that degree then you will see that it is not necessary to be tied up by

living or dying.  The teaching of Buddhism says that it is the very nature of any existent being to

repeat  living  and  manifesting  the  ultimately  large  and dying  and manifesting  the  ultimately

small, over and over again.  

Now, getting back to what I was talking about yesterday, when Rinzai says, "Do not

avoid losing body and losing life," that means that if you can manifest the wisdom that clearly

understands the Dharma activity then the fear of the dying activity and the fear of the living

activity will vanish.

I was putting all of my effort into telling you yesterday how important it is, according to

Tathagata Zen, to not misunderstand this phrase, "Losing body and losing life." 

The activity that forms all of us, and the activity that forms this Great Cosmos that is our

home is comprised of plus and minus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata.  Those two plus and minus

activities are continually working together, unifying and then separating from each other, over

and over again.

When you actual get down to practice in Zen practice you can grasp the plus activity as

expanding and the minus activity as contracting.  

Where do they act in?  According to Buddhism both plus and minus have the very same

place to act in.  They share their place of action.  Plus and minus are always working together to

manifest one world.  This is obvious when plus and minus meet each other, but it is, in fact,

always the case.

When plus and minus totally unify with each other then they have manifested the perfect

body of plus and minus.  Then they have completed the place they act in.  Therefore, you should

be able to see that according to Tathagata Zen the perfect body, the completed body has both

plus and minus as its content.  

On the  other  hand,  as  I  have  told  you so many times  before,  when plus  and minus

separate from each other that is when the "I am" self is manifest.  When plus and minus separate
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"I am" is born.  That means the "I am" life is born.  The "I am" living activity is manifest.  When,

however,  the  plus  and  minus  activities  again  unify  with  each  other  then  that  imperfect,

incomplete "I am" self is dissolved and again the perfect state is manifest.  

From this you should be able to understand what is meant in this expression, "Losing

body, losing life" by "body" and "life."  We all have life.  However, there are two basic aspects

to the life we have.  We have perfect life, and also imperfect life.  When perfect life is manifest

that is the one and only true life.  That is the state that has no comparisons.  I guess that is what

the English expression "One True Nature" refers to.  That is zero.  That is the perfect state.  Of

course that is also the perfect body, the perfect body of plus and minus.  

There is,  therefore,  no body apart  from mind,  no body apart  from the heart  activity.

When the perfect body is manifest that perfect body always has both of the plus and minus heart

activities as its content.  

This is what Rinzai is trying to get across to all of us.  He is saying that if you really want

to study the Dharma activity, if you really want to practice the Dharma activity then you cannot

be tied up by living and dying.  You cannot be the kind of person who wants to live a long life

and hates the thought of dying.  You must, instead, be a person who can stake his life on doing

the Dharma activity.  If you want to do the Dharma activity itself you cannot be tied up by living

or dying!  As long as you are tied up by thoughts such as, "I love living, but I hate dying" the

perfect self will never appear.  

As I always tell you the perfect state in Tathagata Zen is called the manifestation of true

love.  The manifestation of the perfect Dharma activity is never separate from the manifestation

of true love.  Everyone is the same in this.  Everybody knows that when you manifest true love

then you are not tied up by thoughts about loving life and hating death.  In the manifestation of

true love there is no need to think anything!  When you manifest true love you are staking your

life on that action.  

Whenever true love is manifest that is a newly manifest condition of the origin, or we can

equally well call it a newly manifest result at level, 2, 3, 4,  or any level.  True love is manifest

anew over and over and over again, therefore please see that to think, "This true love is good
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enough, just as it  is,"  is  a mistake.   It  is  always a mistake to attach to love.   Whether  it  is

attaching to imperfect love or to perfect love, you must never attach to love.

Every time I read this I cannot help but be moved by Rinzai getting up and clearly saying

in front of everybody, "He who lives for Dharma does not shrink from losing body or life."

There are not very many Zen masters who have ever gotten to the heart of things in this way.

You can count on your fingers how many Zen Masters have been able to express the essence like

this.  

As for us, maybe it is not possible for us to really manifest ourselves as people who do

not shrink from losing body and life, but at least we can believe that it is the true nature of the

self to not shrink from losing body and life.  Therefore it is taught, "You should become a person

who at least believes that to really follow the Dharma activity you must not shrink from losing

body and life!"  Maybe if you are really practicing this principle it doesn’t really matter if you

believe in it or not.  Belief is not so relevant to your activity then, but for most people this aspect

of belief is important.  For most people it is important to come to at least believe in what Rinzai

is saying.   Maybe it is not possible for us to become like Shakyamuni.   Shakyamuni himself,

however, said that we can become a Buddha, like him, and so it is important to believe in the

idea of becoming a Buddha.  Maybe it is not possible for us to become like Jesus, but we can

believe in what Jesus said, and through believing in it, in fact, we will become like Jesus.  So

believing is quite important. 

Next Rinzai, without covering anything up, freely, lavishly confesses about his past in

front of everybody.  "When I was young," he confesses, "I just couldn’t seem to understand this

principle."   Then he  continues  to  confess,  and says,  "However,  twenty  years  ago I  met  my

teacher  Obaku,  and then for  the  first  time  I  experienced the  Dharma activity."   What  he is

confessing is  that  he met  Obaku, and through that  he experienced the Dharma activity,  and

through  that  he  manifested  the  wisdom that  knew the  Dharma activity.   In  other  words  he

manifested the wisdom that knew the principle of living and dying.  What he is confessing is that

before he met Obaku twenty years ago he was not able to manifest the wisdom that grasped the

principle behind living and dying.  He was not able to grasp the principle of the imperfect self
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being manifest and then being dissolved and the perfect self being manifest.  

Even within Zen there are lots of different kinds of Zen, and there are many different

kinds of Zen teaching that are popular.  There are lots of different branches of Buddhism, and

each different sect has its own style of teaching.  And they are all fine.  But Rinzai is saying that,

although he had studied Buddhism, he really had not come to understand the essence, the deep

heart of Buddhism before he met Obaku.  He does, however, further confess, that when he finally

did get to Obaku’s place, and dive completely into Obaku’s place, then he was able to manifest

the wisdom that understands the essence of Buddhism, the essence of the Dharma activity.  

What is the essence of the Dharma activity?  What is the essence of Buddha-dharma?  In

other words a Buddha, an enlightened person explains the Dharma activity so that everyone can

understand it, but what is the essence of that explanation? 

It was at the feet of Obaku that Rinzai came to catch the experience for himself of the

essence of the Dharma activity.  

You, now, have to catch the experience for yourself of not shrinking from losing body

and life!

I guess, now it is my job to try to explain what the essence of Buddha-dharma is to all of

you, because if I do not then you will not be interested in Buddhism.  And then, if you lose

interest,  probably you will just quit practicing this practice called Tathagata Zen.  So, I guess the

first thing I have to do is to face all of you and explain what Rinzai experienced.  When I say that

he caught the experience of the essence of the Dharma activity, what was that experience that he

caught?  That is why you are all sitting there, isn’t it?  You want to know.  You are hoping that I

am going to explain it to you.

So what is the essence?  What is the heart?  The essence is the activity that is only one.

There are not two essences!  If there are two of them, then they are not the essence!  Because it is

only One, that is why it is the essence.  

When the essence is manifest it is manifest because plus and minus manifest it together,

simultaneously.  That which is manifest through simultaneity is the essence.  If it is not manifest

through simultaneous  functioning  then  it  cannot  be  the  essence.   If  plus  and minus are  not
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manifest at the exact same time then the essence will not be manifest.  Tathagata Zen teaches that

this means that when plus is experiencing minus,  simultaneously minus is experiencing plus.

When plus and minus are simultaneously experiencing each other then, likewise, simultaneously

they lose their plus-ness and their minus-ness.  Plus is not plus anymore.  Minus is not minus

anymore.   Together  they  are  simply  manifesting  simultaneity.   They  are  simply  being

togetherness  itself.   There  is  no  simultaneity  other  than  the  experience  of  plus  and  minus

experiencing each other simultaneously.  

If you are unable to manifest simultaneously, then anyone will be sorry about that.  We

are all the same in this.  We will end up saying, "I’m sorry" when we fail to act simultaneously.

It really is something to be sorry about!  If you cannot manifest your self right together, at the

same time, simultaneously with your partner, there is nothing more regrettable than that!  

So let’s work hard together!  One more time let’s gather ourselves up and work hard to

manifest the appearance of the our selves simultaneously, so that we do not have to always say

"I’m sorry" to each other.  

According to Buddhism, although people love to talk about One True Nature, or true

love,  or  seeing  God  or  Buddha,  all  of  those  things  are  simply  plus  and  minus  acting

simultaneously, right together.

(Roshi hits fan on book stand)  From this you should be able to see just how noble, just

how precious  this  one  moment  is!   Buddhism has  always taken This  One Moment  as  very

important. And according to Tathagata Zen there cannot be any manifestation of your true self,

or true love,  other than manifesting this  One Instant.   True love,  true self  is never manifest

separate from this One Moment.

However, if you are attached to your "I am" self, even though you may hear those words,

you will never be able to understand them.  If you are attached to your self then you are attached

to acting to satisfy that "I am" self, and so you are always thinking things such as, "It was so

great yesterday when I was able to meet with her, but now it isn’t so good."  In this way you will

never be able to manifest the wisdom that knows that your true self is this present moment.  Your

true self is this One Moment itself, but if you attach to yourself you will come to neglect this
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present moment, and you will lose your true self.  

We are getting to the end of this Mount Baldy spring seichu.  There are less than two

weeks left.  If you are the kind of person that can live one moment completely then after seichu

ends you can freely go wherever you want to go.  But, if you are the kind of person who gets tied

up thinking, "Well, maybe I should go over there, or, no…maybe I should go over there instead,"

then you will just end up in a big mess, and in the end you will regret your decision, and think, "I

should have just stayed at Mount Baldy after all!"  

It is very important here to manifest the wisdom that understands the principle of the

necessity  of living totally  this  one moment.   You must come to understand that  there is  no

manifestation of true love or manifestation of true God other than living One Moment. 

Rinzai  confesses,  however,  that  twenty  years  ago  he  did  not  really  understand  this

principle.  He did not understand that the true self is this One Moment.  He did not understand

that there is nothing outside of this One Instant.  Through receiving the instruction of Obaku he

came to clearly know that there is no self other than this One Moment.

Rinzai is confessing to you, right now!  So how are you going to hear his confession?  I

suggest that you carve a hole in your belly button, and listen with that!  You cannot hear it with

your ears, or see it with your eyes.  That is not the real thing.  That is not really hearing.  If you

are able to open up a hole in your belly button, that will be the real listening.

Rinzai went to Obaku’s place, went to Obaku's dojo, and began practice there, but for

three years he never asked Obaku a question.  He just did zazen.  At that time the jikijitsu at

Obaku's  dojo  was  named  Bokushu Osho,  and  he  later  became  a  great  Zen  master  himself.

Bokushu asked Rinzai, but of course Rinzai was not yet called Rinzai, he was called Gigen then,

"Gensan, so, how many years have you been here?"  Rinzai answers, "It has been three years

since I came."  "You have been sitting here for three years, and you still haven’t gone to sanzen

once?  Don’t you have some question that you want to ask the Roshi?"  This shook Rinzai up a

little bit, and he said, "Yeah, I guess you are right, but actually I don’t know what to ask the

Roshi."  You guys are, oppositely, just covered with questions!  But Rinzai did not know what to

ask the Roshi.  "Well," said Bokushu, "Why don’t you try asking the Roshi what the very bottom
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of the heart of an enlightened person is?  In other words why don’t you try asking the Roshi what

an enlightened person makes the essence of her teaching?  Why don’t you ask about the essence

of the teaching of a Buddha?"  

Speaking of questions we have to ask the question, "Who is it that asks questions?"  That

of course is the "I am."  If there is no question then there is no "I am."  

This is when finally Rinzai gave rise to a great doubt about the nature of the "I am" self.  

Buddhism says that the perfect, complete self is the self that does not need to say "I am."

Finally he goes to sanzen.  Finally he resolves that he will ask Obaku a question.  

When he gets there he perfectly follows the instruction he had received from Bokushu,

and he asks Obaku, "What is the very essence of the great meaning of Buddhism?  What is the

essence of the state that has no ‘I am’?"  Then Obaku takes up the stick he had, and uses it to

spank Rinzai's bottom!  "Pichiiitttto!" he hits him!  But not just once.  He hits him thirty times.

In  different  versions  they  say  a  different  number  of  times,  but  in  any  case  he  keeps  on

pummeling him until Rinzai is crying.  Rinzai had nothing to say at this point, so he just goes

back to the zendo, just as he was.  The moment he gets back tot he zendo Bokushu asks him,

"So, how was it?"  "Well, actually he didn’t say anything.  He just spanked me on the bottom!"

Rinzai honestly replies.  Here you can see just how kind Bokushu is, because at once he says,

"Oh, that just means you didn’t ask your question well enough.  I think you should go right back

and ask him again.  It will definitely be good for you!"  And so Rinzai, again being his honest,

straightforward self, says, "Okay,"and does go back and do sanzen again.  And again he asks the

same question, "What is the essence of the great meaning of Buddha-dharma?"  And again in the

exact same way Obaku takes up his stick, and "pichiittto!" he spanks him on the bottom again.

They say he hit him thirty times, but it is really just an expression.  Maybe it was ten, or five

times, but in any case Obaku did not give any other teaching than this.  He just spanked him, and

finally Rinzai thought that was enough times, and so he went back to the zendo.  Again the

jikijitsu Bokushu asks, "So???!!!"  "Yeah, well, again he didn’t say anything.  He just whacked

me!"  Bokushu recommends to Rinzai, "You know, I think one more time would be good.  It is

going to be good for you.  He definitely has something to teach you.  You should go back again!"
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This is the third time.  This is what Rinzai is talking about in the text when he says that

three times he was favored with Obaku's stick.  Three times Obaku didn’t say anything, but just

hit him.  This Not Saying Anything was as if he were blurting out, "What’s wrong with you?!

What are you saying?!"  

The reason why Obaku so kindly pummels Rinzai is that he is trying to lead him to

become the sort of person who sees clearly into the Dharma activity, who does not shrink from

losing body and life.  I think there is no doubt that if you are a mother raising your child you will

find yourself in situations in which you are like Obaku, and your child is like Rinzai, and you

have to spank him.  Really, from Obaku's point of view in order to educate Rinzai he had no

choice.  He had to wack him!  The more you do Zen practice the more clear  you will become

about how much practice is necessary in order to truly do the activity of throwing yourself away.

You will come to clearly understand that it takes quite a large amount of practice to really throw

the "I am" self away.  

In Japan at wedding ceremonies the bride and the mother of the bride cry and cry and

cry, more than at a funeral.  Maybe not these days, but in the old days that was how it was.

Nowadays  it  has  become  Americanized.   "Americanized"  means  that  before  the  wedding

ceremony itself the couple has already been married many times, and so there is no need to cry.

However, even now, in Japan and America it is the same, when two young lovers really come

into relationship for the first time, they must throw themselves away.  It just will not happen

unless you throw yourself totally away!  You can see from this just how noble and precious

making relationship with each other is.

He had to hit Rinzai!  Obaku had to hit him in order to teach the that  the essence of the

heart of Buddha is to throw your "I am"  self away.  This is Obaku's personal way of teaching.

Other Zen Masters taught the essence of Buddha-dharma in a different way.  But Obaku ended

up hitting Rinzai.  He must have thought that was the only way in that situation he could get it

across to Rinzai.  He must have thought that any other teaching would not have been real.

If  I  say  all  that  I  think  I  have  over-spoken,  but  in  any case,  you should  be able  to

understand from this  that  it  simply  is  not  possible  to  manifest  the  complete  self  if  you are
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asserting your "I am" self.

Rinzai confesses to all of his students, "I visited Obaku three times, and all three times he

completely clobbered me!"

Then a lot of other things happened, but I don’t really have to talk about all of that here,

and then Rinzai is here, again, facing his students, and he says, "Now when I think about that I

understand that it was just like Obaku taking his handkerchief and gently wiping my dirty bottom

with it!"  If you could only just  understand this much from reading this part,  that would be

enough!  

Next Rinzai stands up straight and says, "That stick that Obaku gave me, right now I am

remembering it, and I want to taste it again.  I want to get hit just in the same way as Obaku hit

me.  Can someone please do me the favor, and hit me the way Obaku did?  Who can give me the

taste of Obaku's stick again?"  Then another monk comes forward!  Rinzai had a lot of monks

studying with him, it seems, and here comes another great monk!  He steps up and says, "I can

take Obaku's place and hit you for him!  I will do it!  I can do that action!"  This is a reckless,

death-defying kind of monk!  But he really is great.  Great, but not a match for Rinzai.  Rinzai

then takes his stick and offers it to the monk, as if to say, "Here, hit me with this stick."  The

monk does not yet have the stick in his hand, and so in order to grab it he approaches Rinzai.

This is the part!  Why didn’t he just think, "I don’t need a  stick!" and simply hit Rinzai right

away?!   You can see from this that this monk was still a little dull witted!  He shouldn’t have

reached for the stick!  He should have hit directly!  But he didn’t, and, "pichaaatto!" he ended up

getting hit instead.  Too bad!   He almost had it, but in the end he lost the manifestation of true

love!  You cannot get this, however, from just listening to teisho.  You have to practice this in

order to ever be able to really understand it!  But if you are part of a loving couple, to understand

this scene will be no problem at all.  

I have gone way over time so let’s say this is the end of teisho on this Dharma talk from

the high seat.  This part of the text holds very deep meaning, so I suggest you keep reading over

and over again.  
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終

The End
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